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THE USE OF ROPE
ON THE FARM

By
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The Ohio State University
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At some time, almost every one
has had occasion to regret his lack
of knowledge about tying knots.

THE USE OF ROPE ON THE FARl\1
By VIRGIL OVERHOLT
Ohio State Utt1iversity

E

VERY farmer finds many occasions for using rope. Th er efor e,
time spent in learnin g to ti e a few of the simple knots, to make
some common hitches, that are r eliable under strain but ar e easy
to untie, or to make a strong splice yet small enough to pass thru a
common pulley, will never be r egretted. More time is frequently wasted
in trying to untie a knot •than would be r equired to l earn how to tie
it properly. If the hay rope breaks at a critical mom en t, the ability
to splice it may mean the saving of much time and several dollars . The
correct knot will enable the grain binder to ch ange from one ball to another without entangling and breaking the twine. Such del ays are not
only a loss of valuable time, but a source of gr eat annoyance. Animllls
have been strangled to death, because they were improperly tied and
even human lives often have been endanger ed by ropes insecurely
fast en ed.
This bulletin is publish ed for th e in struction of farm ers and
students desirin g to learn a few of the practical u ses to which rope is
put on the f a rm . It is 11ot a complete h a nd book on rop e. There
are many knots and hitches which have not been mention ed . Also tlu!re
is more than one way of tying most of those knots shown, but only one
method is d escribed for each knot. An effort has been made to describe
that method which will be most easily understood by a person unfamiliar with the l;ses o·f rope.
No attempt should be made to l earn a n ew knot or splice without
having a piece of rope in the hands and a ctually p erforming the opera··
tions as th ey are studied from the t ext and illustrations. Th e study of
knots will be greatly facilitated by first becoming familia r with th e pri nciples of a knot as discussed on page 21. R emember that practice is
worth as much in becoming proficient in knot tying and rope splicing as
in other things.

ROPE MATERIALS ·
The two principal fib er s from which rope is made are sisal and
Manila hemp. The form er, which is the coarser and the cheaper, comes
from Yucatan, and the latter, from th e Philippine I sl ands. Due
largely to its lower price, sisal hemp furnish es th e raw material for the
manufacture of about 85 p ercent of all binder twine used. It is commonly known as "Standard Twine." Sisal hemp is also- used largely in
the manufacture of ship cables, as it seems to withstand the action of
the sea water better than does Manila fib er. But for ordinary usage on
2

the farm, Manila rope is to be pref erred. It is softer, more pliable and
stronger tl1an sisal rope.
Cotton is sometimes used in the manufacture of rope. Braided
cotton ropes are commonly used about the house for clothes lines and
window cords, and twisted cotton rope is fr equently made into halters
for young animals. Cotton makes an especiall~r valuable rope for this
purpose. It is soft and pliable, hence does not irritate the tender skin
of a young animal. Other fib ers sometimes used in the manufacture of
rope ar e common hemp, flax, jute and coir, or cocoanut-husk fib er.
Steel cables are r apidly r eplaci~g tho se mad e of vegr table fib er s
for use on cranes and derricks.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROPE
A rope is made of twisted fib er s so intertwined as to form a thick
cord capable of withstanding a seve1·e strain. The twisting holds the
fib ers together by friction, wh en a strain is applied to the whole ; it also
has a t endency to prevent moisture from p enetrating th e rope.
The direction of twist is indicated by th e t erms "left hand", and
" right hand" or "with th e sun. " To determine the direction of twist,
face th e sun and point a portion .of th e ya rn, strand or rope toward it.
If th e direction of twist is th e same as that of the sun's motion, it is said
to be "right hand", or "with the sun", and 'l eft hand", if in th e oppo sitr
direction.
A weight fr eely susp ended by a rope will t end
to untwist and lengthen it.
Fig. 1 shows t he mann er in
which this t endency is over come. A number of fibers
ar e first twisted into a yarn
in a "right hand" direct ion ,
as s hown at c . Fronl. two
to twenty yarns are form ed
"left hand" into a strand as
.shown at n. Three strands
are laid up "right hand" into a h awser -laid rop e, as
shown at A. In each of
th ese successive steps the
twisting has been in opposite directions. As soon as
the rope as a whole begins
Fig. 1
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to untwist, the individual strands forming it are twisted tig hter. The
rope can untwist only far enough to bring these opposing forces to
equilibrium.

KINDS OF ROPE
Three strands laid up a right hand direction, as shown in Fig. 2,
form a hawse1'-laid rope.
Four strands laid up in a right hand direction around a central core,
as illustrated in Fig. 3, form a sh1·mtd-laid rope.

Fig.

Fig.

2

3

Three hawser-laid ropes laid up in a left hand direction form a
cable laid rope.
Most of the rope used on the farm is haws er-laid. Shroud-laid h ay
ropes and halters are frequently seen, but the principal use of this type
of rope is for power transmission. The larger ropes used in well drilling and mining are cabl e laid. The size of a given type of rope is varied
only by changing the number of yarns in a strand.

THE WEIGHT OF ROPE
Rope of all kinds is usually measured by giving its diameter in
inches. It is sold by weight, but is order ed by giving the diam et er and
number of feet wanted.
To calculate the number of feet p er pound of Manila rop e, divide
3.4 by the square of the diameter in inches . For example, the number
of feet in a pound of i-inch rope would be
~x~=9/ 16

.).4+9/16=6, th e number. of f eet per pound.

These results will vary as much as 12 percent from the actual measurements of the weight of new rope. The weight will be considerably
increased by storing in a damp cellar or by the addition of preservatives.
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TABLE I- F ACTS AB OUT THREE-STRAND MANILA ROPE*
Diame te r
Inches

%6
!4
%6
%

~lu

0

%
~

%
1

lYs

Circum ference

Inches

. %6
~

1
1Ys
1!4
10
2

2!4

2~

3
30

I Yi

3~

1%

4!4
40
5!4
6
70
9

I Y,
1~

2
20
3

Weigh t
of 100
Feet of
ll ope,
Pounds

2
3
4
5
6
7%
131f.!
161f.!
23%
28lf.J
38
45
58
65
97
113
184
262

L ength of
Each
Pound of
Rope
F eet
Inches

so

0
4
0
0
8
0
6

33
25
20
16
13
7
6
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

1

3
6
7
2
8
6
0
10
60
40

Safe
Load,
Pounds

35
55
90
130
175
230
410
520
775
925
1,260
1,445
1,855
2,085
3,070
3,600
5,630
8,100

B reaki ng
Load,
Pounrls
..

230
400
630
900
1,240
1,620
2,880
3.640
5,440
6,480
ll,820
10.120
13.000
14,600
21,500
25,200
39,400
56,700

Di ameter
of Pu lley
Inches

10
2
20
3
30
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
14
16
20
24

* From the rules by C. \ V . Hu nt and S oencer M il le r.

THE STRENGTH OF ROPE
In choosing a rope for a given purpose, a l ar ge f actor of safet y
should be used. If we wish to el evat e say 77 5 pounds of h ay at a
time, we would not select a rope whose maximum, or breakin g, streng th
is 77 5 or even 1000 pounds, but about seven times this amount. R ef errin g to T able 1, we find t hat the breaking streng th of a new i-inch
Manila rope is 54'1•0 pounds. One-seventh of 5 11<4<0 is 777 pounds, or
about the same as the loa d we wish to lift. Tlter efor e, a i -in ch rope
is th e proper size for this purpose.
For a n ew M anila rope, the breaking strength in pounds may be
rou ghly calcula ted as f ollows: S quar e the diameter in inches and multiply the product by .7 200. The saf e load can be f ound by dividing
the breaking streng th by seven . Thus, the breakin g streng th in pounds
of 1-in ch M anila rope would be
0x0x7200= 1800
a nd th e safe load in pou nds wo uld be

1800+7= 257
Four -strand ropes are slightly stronger than three-strand ropes
of the same size. Boiling in w at er for from 15 to 30 minutes will
make a h ard rope soft and pliable, but will decrease its stren g th about
20 p er cent. Exposure and wear a r e the most important f actors in
decreasin g the strength of cordage and a liberal allowance should be
made for both when estim ating the strength of old rope.
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COILING AND UNCOILING OF ROPE
Rope as it comes from the
manufacturers is coiled into bales
·usually containing 1000 feet each.
To uncoil rope from a bale, begin
with the end in the center of the
~~S;:~~~~ coil. ·w hen this end is pulled out
it should uncoil in a left hand
direction, or oppos ite to th e direction of motion of th e hand s of a
clock. If it uncoils in the wrong
direction turn the bale over and
pull the end thru th e center of
the coil and uncoil from the opposite side. In coiling a piece of
,_,~~~~,... rop e on a floor or on th e g round,
th e direction of motion should be
right hand, or with the sun. If
rope is coiled and uncoiled in t his
manner, it will not kink or sn arl
badly.

WHIPPING THE END
THE ROPE

( d)

(e)

OF

Ropes t hat are to p ass thrn
pulleys or other small openings
should be finished by whipping.
A rope is whipped as follows :
Make a loop in on e end of a
cord. Hold th e loop along the
rope as shown in Fig . ·I· (a.).
b
vVrap the long end b of the cord
tig htly a bout the rope in th e same
direction in which the strands are
twist ed, as in ( b) . When within
·~~·a;,;s:ar-...:~~~ about i· inch of the end of the
rope, slip the end b of the cord
thru the loop as shown in (c).
With end a pull t he loo p benea th
the whipping· as f ar as poss ible,
as shown in (d). Both end s may
now be cut loose to the rope.
The finished end is shown in (e).
F ig. 4
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ROPE SPLICING
The principal steps in splicing a rope are ( 1) unlaying the strands,
(2) placing the ends together, (3) tucking the ends of the strands. Two
splices are here described, a long splice and a short splice. In each of
them, and also in the woven crown, spliced eye and rope halters, the ends
of the strands are tucked in exactly the same way. H ence, if on e splice
is mastered, the others are ea sily learn ed. N o attempt should be made
to learn how to splice a rope without having pieces of rope in the hands
and actually p erforming the operations as th ey are studied from the tex t
and illustrations.
The Short Splice.-vVhere it is not n ecessary for a rope to pass
thru a small pulley or wher e only a small amount of rope can be spared
for making a splice, the short splice is very satisfactory. It is as strong
as t he long splice. The method of making is as follows:

F ig. 5
Count seYen turns from the ends to be spliced and tie strings about
the ropes at th ese points. One turn of a rope is that part shown in
Fig. 5 at a. Unlay the ends back to the points where th e strings are

tied, as shown in Fig. 5. B efore placing the two parts together, be
sure to open each end as shown in Fig. 6 and not as shown in Fig. 7.

7

That is, no strand should cross between the other two. Bring the two
p arts together so that each strand of one part altem at es with a strand

of the other as shown in Fig. 8. With a string tie one set of strands
about the rope as shown in Fig. 9 at a. Next begin tucking the strands
from the left side by bringing a strand up over the near est strand

F ig. 9

from the right side and down under th e next as shown by the marline
spike in Fig. 9. The tucking should be don e about at right angles to
the direction of twist in the rope. Give, each of the other two strands,

from the left, one tuck in exactly the same manner . The splice should
now appear as shown in Fig. 10. N ext cut the cord shown in Fig. 10

8

at a and give each strand, from the right side, one tuck, just as 've did
the strands from the left. Fig. II shows all strands tucked once. Give

Fig. 11

each of the six strands two more tucks, always remembering to bring
the strand to be tucked over the nearest one to it and under the second
in a direction about at right angles to the direction of twist in the rope.
Next divide each strand into two parts as shown in the left of Fig.
I2. Give one part of each strand two more tucks. Cut all the ends off

Fig. 12

and roll the splice beneath the shoe or between boards to give a smooth
appearance. The finished splice should appear as shown in Fig. I3.

Fig. 13

Long Splice.-The long splice is more desirable than the short
spice where it is necessary for the rope to pass thru small pulleys. It
also has a neater appearance.
To make a long splice in a three-strand rope, count fifteen turns

9

•

from the ends to be spliced and tie strings about the rope at the points
thus det ermined. Unlay th e strands b ack to t he strings as shown in

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

the lower part of Fig. 14•. Before bringing the two parts together be
sure to open each end as shown by Fig . 6 of the short splice and not as
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in Fig. 7, that is, no strand should cross between the other two. Bring
th e two p arts together, making each strand from one end alternate with
a str and from the ot her, as in F ig. 14, at Cb. Nex t, beginning at the point
wher e the two parts ar e placed together, unlay one of the strands to th e
right. Lay car efully in its place tl1e corresponding strand from the left.

F ig . 17

This la tter
the r ight.
the left, as
left at th e
th ese p airs

oper ation should follow closely t he unl aying of t he strand to
Stop when within fi ve turns of t he end of t he strand from
shown in Fig . 15 at b. Tl1 er e ar e still two p airs of strands
point a wh er e the ends wer e placed together. Run one of
to th e left exactly as we r an the fir st p air to the right. This

Fig . 18

is shown in Fig. 16 at c. Next cut all the long ends of the strands off
about five turns from tl1e main rope, as shown in F ig. 17.
The next part of the splicing consists in tucking the ends of the
strands. Ther e are three pairs of strands. All ar e tucked in exactly
the same way which is as follows:

11

Be sure that the ends of the strands pass each other as illustrated
in Fig. 18 at a and not as at b. Bring the strand from the right up over
the nearest strand from the left and under the next strand, as in Figs.
19 and 20. Give the strand from the left one tuck, as shown by thl'!

Fig. 19
marline spike in the upper part of Fig. 21. The completed tuck is
shown in the lower part, Fig. 21. Each strand should now be given
two more tucks in a direction almost at right angles to the direction of

Fig. 20
twist in the rope as shown in Fig. 22. When all three pairs of strands
have been tucked, cut the ends off and smooth by rolling beneath the
shoe or between two boards. The finished splice should appear as
shown in Fig. 23.

Fig. 21
To make a long splice in a four-strand rope, unlay twenty turns
and put the two ends together . as in splicing a three-strand rope. Run
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one pair of strands to the right and another to the left, as shown in Fig.
24 at a and b. We now have two pairs of strands left where the ends
were put together. Run one of thes e pairs to the right and the other

I

T

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

to the left about five turns each as shown in Fig. 25. Finish the four
pairs by tucking as in splicing a three-strand rope. If the rope has a

central core it should be cut at the point wh ere the two parts of the rope
were put together.
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Mending a Broken Strand.·- It occasionally happens that one
strand of r ope break s while the other two ar e in good condition, as
shown in F ig . 26. It may be r ep aired as follow s :

F ig. 25

Unlay each broken portion of the strand about six turns. Secure
twenty turns of a s trand of rop e of the same size as the one to be
mended . L ay tl1is st rand in sp ace f r om which the broken strand h as

Fig. 26

F ig. 27

Fig. 28

been r emoved, as in Fig. 27. Finish the two p airs of strands as in making the long splice, Figs . 18-22. The mended rope is sl10wn in Fig. 28.
The Spliced Eye.-The spliced eye is used for f as t ening a rope to
a ring or for making a p erman ent loop in the end of a rope. It is made
as follows:

14

Unlay five turns of the rope. Tuck strand ct beneath a strand in
long. part of t he rope as shown in Fig. 29. Tuck straJld b by bringing
it over th e str and under which strand a is tucked and under the n ext

Fig. 29

Fig. 30
strand as shown in Fig. 30. Likewise tuck s trand c by bringing it over
the strand under wl1ich s trand b is tucked and beneath the next strand.
The three strands have now been tucked once, each ben ea th differ ent

Fig. 31

F ig. 32
Fig. 33
strands of the main rope. This is shown in Fig. 31. Give each strand
two more tucks as in making the short splice. Fig. 32 shows strand a
being tucked the second time. The finish ed eye is shown in F'ig. 33.
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The Spliced Crown.- Where a slight enlargement is not objectionable the spliced crown is a desirable way to finish the end of a rope.
It is made as follows:
Unlay six turns of the rope. Form a loop in strand a, bringing the
end between strands b and c as shown in Fig. 34. Next move strand c

Fig. 34

Fig. 35

Fig. 36

between the loop in strand a and strand b as in Fig. 35. Pull strand b
thru loop in strand a as indicated by arrow in Fig. 35 and shown in Fig.
36. Draw the crowri thus formed up tight as in Fig. 37. Give each
strand one tuck by bringing it over the strand nearest to it and under

Fig. 37

Fig. 38

Fig. 39

Fig. 40

the second, as in rope splicing. This is shown in Fig. 38. Fig. 39 shows
the first tuck completed. Give each strand two more tucks and cut the
ends of the strands off. Smooth the crown by rolling beneath the shoe.
The finished cro\vn is shown in Fig. 40.
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ROPE HALTERS
The Non-adjustable Rope Halter.-The non-adjustable rop e
halter is used for cattle and as a temporary halter for horses and young
stock.
TABLE 2-SIZE AND LENGTHS FOR HALTER ROP ES
A nim a l

Large horse .. ...............................
Medium horse ..............................
Small horse ..................................
La rge cattle..................................
Medium cattle ..............................

Diamett·•
Length of Parts in Jnch es
of
Io ta! Length
(Fi g-. 41)
Rope in
in F ee t
Inch es
a to b b to c c to cl c1 to e

VB

15
14
14
12
12

)12
)12
)12

%

7
(j

6
6

5

44
40
36
34
32

10
8
8
7
6

18
16
14
14
12

D etermine the total length of rope and the length of the different
parts of the halter from Table 2. Tie strings about the rope at th e
points b, c, d, and e, as shown in Fig. <J.,l. After having some experi-

~

I

Fig. 41

Fig. 42

ence in halter making, fit the halter to the individual animal without
r efer ence to the table. Open the rope n ear d and pull the short end of
the rope thru it as shown by Fig. 4•2. N ext, open the rope n ear c and
pull the long end thru, thus making an eye shown in Fig. 11•3, a little
larger than the diameter of the rope. Unlay the strands from a to b
as shown in Fig. 44•. Tuck strands a and b beneath the same strand
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of main rope as shown in Fig. 45 . Bring strand c between a and b and
tuck it beneath the same strand as a and b but in the opposite d irection.

· Fig. 43

Fig. 44

This is shown in F ig . 1·6. Give each strand t hree more tucks, running
one strand along each part of t11e main rope as shown in Figs. 47, 4•8

Fig.

Fig. 45

and 49 .

46

Use the same method of tucking as in rope splicing.

That is,
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................................

bring the strand t o be tucked up over the near est str and t o it and under
the nex t one in a direction about at r ight angles to the direc tion of the
strands. The finished halter is shown in F ig. 50.

Fig. 47

Fig. 48

The Adjustable Halter.-A halter adjustable in size is sometimes
desirable especially for horned cattle. It is made as follows :

r

Fig. 49

F ig. SO

Make an eye in the rope at the point a, Fig . 5 1, just as in making
the non-adjustable halter. M ake a spliced eye in the short part of the
rope as shown in Fig. 52. The method of making a spliced eye is shown

19

in Figs. 29 to 33. Place the long end of the rope thru the eyes thus
formed. The halter thus form ed and shown in Fig. 53 may be adjusted
to fit the animal on which it is to be used.

Fig. 51

Fig. 52

Fig. 53

HALTER TIES
The Slip-Knot Halter Tie. - The slip-knot type of halter tie is
used in tying animals to a post or pole where it is necessary to keep the
rope from slipping along the post. It may be tied according to the fol lowing directions :

Fig. 54

Fig. 55

Fig. 56

Place the rope around the post and with the right hand form a
bight in the rope as shown in Fig. 54•. Pull a loop in the end of the rope
thru the bight as shown in Fig. 55. The end of rope should then be
pulled thru the loop to prevent the knot from coming untied. The completed tie is shown in Fig. 56.

The Non-slipping Halter Tie.-The non-slipping type of halter
tie is used in fastening a halter rope to a ring and is tied as follows:

20

Place 'the end of the rope thru the ring and around beneath the long
portion of the rope as shown in Fig. 57. Move the end of the rope as
indicated by arrow in Fig. 57 and shown in Fig. 58. Draw the knot
tight and it will appear as shown in Fig. 59.

I

I

I

""

Fig. 58

Fig. 57

Fig. 59

KNOTS, BENDS AND HITCHES

r

A knot proper is a knob formed in a piece of rope by interweaving its strands and serves as a stopper or a button, as a wall knot, Fig 74•,
or a Matthew-Walker knot, Fig. 77. A bend is a method of fastening
one rope to another, or to a ring, loop, etc., by passing the rope thru a
loop and fastening it
back around itself, as
the Square Knot, Fig.
79 or the Bowline,
Fig. 96. A hitch is
a temporary knot or
noose by which a rope
is fastened around a
timber, pipe or post
so as ·to be readily
undone, as the Timber
hitch, Fig. 113. These
Fig. 60

tion.

Fig. 61

Fig. 62

distinctions are very
loose in their applicaMost of the knots ordinarily used are strictly speaking, bends.

21

Knots owe their importance to the frictional r esist ance of the r ope
which prevents the parts of the rope from slipping and thus un tying the
knot. A knot or a hitch must be so devised that the tight p art of the
rope must bear on the fr ee end in such a manner as to pinch and hold it.
In a knot, the fr ee end is held again st another t ight part of t he rope ;
in a hitch, against the obj ec t to which t he r ope is attached.
The elements entering into the formation of knots, bends and hitches
are the round turn, Fig. 60, the op en bight or loop, F ig. 61, and th e bight,
Fig. 62. The r eader should become thoroly familiar with these three
terms for they ar e fr equently used in describing the kno ts found in thi s
bulletin.
·

KNOTS AT THE END OF THE ROPE
The Overhand Knot.- The overhand knot is the simplest of all
·knots.

It is used to prevent the ends of the rope from untwisting and

Fig-. 64

F ig-. 63

F ig-. 65

to form a knob in the end of a rope. It is tied by making a bight in the
rope and pu shing the end thru the bi ght, as shown in Fig. 63.

The Figure Eight Knot.- 'I'he fi gure eight knot is used to form a
knob on the end of a rope. It is better for this purpose than the o~rer
hand knot which it r esembles. The method of tying is shown in F igs.
6tlo and 65.
The Wall Knot with Crown.- 'I'he wall knot with crown is used
to prevent the end of a r ope from untwisting when a dist inct enlar gement is not obj ectionable. It also makes a desirable knot to prevent the
end of the rope from slipping thru small openings, as when rope handles
are used on boxes. It is tied as follows :

22

..................___________

Unwrap about five turns of the rope. Make a bight in strand a as
sl10wn in Fig. 66. Bring strand b down around strand a as indicated

I

"
II

I

Fig. 66

Fig. 68

Fig. 67

F ig. 70

Fig. 69

by arrow in Fig. 66 and shown in Fig. 67. Mov(} strand c around
strand b and thru the bight in strand a, as indicated by arrow in Fig .. 67

23

and shown in Fig. 69. Draw the knot up tight by grasping it in o:1e
hand as shown in Fig. 69. The finish ed wall knot as shown in Fig. 70.

Fig. 71

Fig. 73

Fig. 72

Fig. 74

This is sufficient to prevent the
end of rope from untwisting, but
to make a neat round knob the
wall knot should be crowned as
follows:
Move end of strand a between
b and c as shown in Fig. 71.
Bend strand c between the strand
b and loop in strand a, as shown
in Fig. 72.
Move strand b thru loop in
strand a,, as indicated by arrow
in Fig. 72 and shown in Fig 73.
Draw the knot tight, cut off the
loose strands and it should appear
as in Fig. 74.

Matthew Walker Knot.- The Matthew Walker Knot is used for
the same purposes as the wall knot with crown. It is tied as follows:
Unwrap about five turns of the rope. Take the rope in tl1 e left
hand, holding strand a in the position shown in Fig. 75 (a). Move
strand b as indicated by arrow in (a) and shown in (b). Move strand c
as indicated by arrow in (b). The loose knot is shown in (c). Draw
the knot up carefully, as shown in Fig. 76. The finished . knot is shown
in Fi~. 77.

Z4

(a)

(b)

Fig. 76

(c)

Fig. 75

Fig. 77
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KNOTS FOR TYING TWO ROPES TOGETHER
The Square Knot.- The squar e knot is the most common kno t

(n)

used in tying two cords together. It will not slip but draws tight and
is often not easily untied. It is a good knot for tying binder twine
together. It is tied as follows:
Bring the two ends together and cross them as shown in Fig. 78
(a). Place end a across b as shown in (b) and then move a around b
a shown in ( c). Car e should be ta.ken to have both parts of one end on
the same side of the loop formed in the opposite end, otherwise a gr ann y
knot, rather tl1 an a squar e knot, will r esult. Be sure to observe this
b
differ ence. 'The finished
square knot is shown in
Fig. 79 (a) and t he
gr anny knot in (b) . Th e
gr anny knot should never
be tied. "It will often slip
and is still harder to

(a.)

( b)

( b)

(c )

Fig. 79

Fig. 78

untie than the square knot. It is very often tied by those unfamiliar
with the difference between the two.

The Surgeon's Knot.- The surgeon's knot, Fig. SO, r esembles the
square knot except that the fir st part has been given two tw ist s in st ead
of one. As its name implies, it is used by surgeons in sewin g up
wounds. It may also be used in tying any small cords togeth er . The
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extra twist in the fir st p art prevents th e knot from slip ping while the
second part is being drawn up .

b

(a)

Fig. 80

The Binder Knot.The binder knot, F ig. 8 1,
is made by placing the ends
of two cords beside each
other and simply t ying an

( b)

( c)

Fig·. 81

overhand knot in them.
This is the type of knot
tiec;l by the ordin ar y gr ain
binder . It is also sometimes
used in tying two ropes
together but will not hold
so well as the squar e knot.

(d)

Fig. 82
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The Weaver's Knot.-This knot is used by weavers for tying
yarn together and is perhaps the best knot known for farmers to use
in tying binder twine together. It may be tied as follows:
Place end a across end b as shown in Fig. 82 (a). With the right
hand, move the rope as indicated by the arrow in (a) until it is in the
position shown in (b). Next move end n thru bight in end b, as indicated by arrow in (b) and shown in (c). Draw the knot tight and it
should appear as shown in (d) .

q

Fig. 83

Fig. 84

Fig. 85

The Carrick Bend.- The carrick

Fig. 86

Fig. 87

bend is used for tying two ropes together so that a heavy load may be
drawn with them and still the knot is
easily untied.
It is tied by throwing a bight in end
a and a loop in end b. Fig. 83. Place
end a upon end b as shown in Fig. 84.
Pull a portion of b up thrtl the bight
in a. Push end of b thru the loop thus
formed but keep it on top of the bight
in a as in Fig. 85. This gives the loose
knot, as shown in Fig. 86. Care must
be tak~n to keep the knot in its natural
form until drawn tight. The finished
knot is shown in Fig. 87.
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LOOPS IN THE END OF THE ROPE
The Slip Knot.- The slip knot is used to form a loop that will
slip up tight around an object. It may be tied as follows:
Take the rope in the right hand, as shown in Fig. 88. With the
left hand, reach thru the bight thus formed and grasp the long portion
of the rope, as shown in Fig. 89. Pull loop out thru the bight, as
shown in Fig; 90.

Fig. 88

Fig. 89

F ig. 90

Fig. 91

The Slip Knot and Half-Hitch.-·The short end of the rope in a
slip knot is sometimes given a half hitch, as shown in Fig. 91. It is
more secure than the ordinary slip knot. If heavy loads are lifted with
a slip knot, it draws very tight an4 is difficult to untie. For this reason
it is not so desirable as the bowline for forming a loop in the end of a
rope.
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The Bowline.-The
knots.

bowline has rightfully been called the king of
It can be used wher ever a loop is wanted in the end of a rope.

Fig. 93

Fig. 92

Fig. 95

Fig. 94

It never slips and is always
easily untied. These qualities
make it a good knot for tying
a hay rope to a doubletree. It
may be tied as follows :
Place end of rope thru a ring
or around an obj ect. Throw
a bight having the long portion of the rope on side of
bight nearest you as shown in
Fig. 92. Move end of rope
thru the bight in the direction
shown in Fig. 93. Bring the
end of rope around the long
portion as shown in Fig: 94• .
Next push end of rope up
thru bight as seen in Fig. 95.
The finished knot is shown in
Fig. 96.

F ig. 96
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The Anchor Bend.- Th e anchor bend is used to secure a rope to
a ring. The rope is given
two turns about the ring
thus affording a larger
wearing surface than w.ith
the commori hitches. The
knot is finished by making
two half hitches about the
rope as shown in Fig. 97.
--- - - -

The Flemish Loop.-

Fig. 97
The fl emish loop is a knot that may be used

Fig. 98
Fig. 99
to form a loop in a rope at any point and will not slip. It is made as
follows:
Make a double bight in the rope as shown in Fig. 98. Move bight
a. across on top of bight .b, as shown in Fig. 99, and open out as shown

Fig.
Fig. 101
in Fig. 100. Place one hand in the position shown in Fig. 101, and
pull the rope tluu as in Fig. 102. After pulling the hand thru it may
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be necessary to separate the two overhand knots forming the loop. The
finished knot is shown in Fig. 103.
The flemish loop is easily and quickly tied and will not slip. It is
a desirable knot where a permanent loop is wanted as in securing guy
1;opes to trees, stakes or poles. It will draw very tight, however, and it
is often almost impossible to untie. The bowline on a bight will usually
answer the same purpose and is always easily untied.

Fig. 103

Fig. 102

LOOPS BETWEEN THE ENDS OF THE ROPE
The Bowline on a Bight.-The bowline on a bight is used where
we desire a loop at some point in a rope other than at an end. Like the
ordinary bowline, it is easily untied. It is made as follows:
Tie an overhand knot in a doubled portion of the rope, as shown
in Fig. 104 (a). Bring the loop back over the knot, as shown in (b) and
then pull the loop out thru the knot as shown by the hand in (c). The
finished knot is shown in (d).
The bowline on a bight forms a convenient means of lowering persons from buildings or derricks. 'W hen used for this purpose the loop
should be made two or three feet long. One part of the double loop
can then be used as a seat and the other placed about the body beneath
the arms so as to form a convenient rest for the back.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 104
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The Spanish Bowline.- The spanish bowline is used to form a
double loop at some point along a rope. Each loop may be attached to
a separate post or hook or they may both be attached to the same one.
To tie it, observe the following directions:
Throw a double bight in the rope as shown in F ig. 105 (a) . Next
pl ace on e bight on top of t he other as ind icated by arrow in F ig. 105

F ig. 105

(a) and shown in (b). T ake the rope at a in Fig. 105 (b) with the right
•h and and double it back on b. This step is shown completed in Fig. 106
(a). Move the two long loops, b and c, thru the bights., as indicated by
arrows in (a) and shown in (b) . The finished knot is shown in (c).
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( a)

(c)

F ig.
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106

The Harness Hitch.-The harness hitch is used to make a loop at
any point along a rope.

vVe may still pull on both ends of the rope or

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 107
on either end and the loop without affecting the knot. It is tied as
follows:
Throw a loop in the rope, as shown in Fig. 107 ((£) at a. Move
part b around a as indicated by the arrow in (a) and shown in (b).
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Place one hand thru the loop a, and take hold of rope at c, as shown in
(c). Pull c out thru a, as shown in Fig. 108. Draw the parts up tight.
This gives the finished hitch, Fig. 109.
The Tom Fool's Knot.-This
knot is often used as a means of
amusement. It is very easily and
quickly tied, but can seldom be
learned by merely watching another
tie it. It is a good knot for farmers
to use in ringing hogs. One of the
loops can be slipped over the hog's
snout and one end of the rope fast ened to a post. To release the hog,
untie the knot by pulling on the opposite end of the rope. The knot
is
tied as follows:
Fig. 108
Fig. 109
)

"

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 110

Take the rope in both hands, the thumbs extending to the · right,
Fig. 110 (a). Move the right ha_nd toward the left until the rope is in
the position shown in Fig. 110 (b). Reach both hands thru the round
turns thus formed and grasp the rope from the opposite side as shown
in Fig. 110 (c) . Pull the parts thus grasped thru tl1 e knot, as shown
in Fig. 111 (a). The finished knot is shown in Fig. 111 (b).
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( a)

( b)

Fig.

111

HITCHES
The Half Hitch.- The half hitch is used to secure a rope to a
timber t emporarily.

It is shown in F ig. 11 2.

The Timber Hitch.- The timber hitch is used in moving timbers
and large pipe. It is more secure t han the half
hitch and is made in the same mann er except that
th e short end of th e rope is given one or two twi st s

Fig. 112

about the long portion.

Fig. 113

Fig. 114

The timber hitch is shown in Fig. 11 3 .

The Timber Hitch and Half Hitch.- For lifting heavy timber s,
the timber hitch and half hitch are saf er than either of the two preceding hitches. It is shown in Fig. 114o. The half hitch is made first as
shown u.t a and the timbe1· hitch as at b.
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The Clove Hitch.-T hc clove hitch is used to fasten a rope to a
stake, pipe or post. It is
the hitch commonly used
for securing ropes to t enb
st akes. It is tied as follows :

P.it·st M ethod: G ive on e
end of the rope t wo turns
about the post, crossing over
the long portion and placing
the short end beneath t he
second turn as shown in
Figs. 11 5 and 116.
Second Mefihod: Throw
one bight in the rope to
right and another to the
left as shown in Fig. 117
( a) . Move bight a over on
bight b as indicated by the
arrow in Fig. 117 (a) and
shown in (b). Place the
hitch over the end of postJ
and pull on long end in any
direction.

Fig. 115

Fig. 116

(a)

Two Half Hitches.Two h alf hitches constitute
a good method of securing
a rope to a timber. The
incorrect method of tying it
is shown in Fig. 118 · and
the correct method in Fig.
119.

Well Pipe Hitches.W ell pip e hitches ar e used
to secure ropes to pipe in
such a manner that they will
not slip along the pipe.

Fi1·st M ethod: Double a
portion of the rope and give
Fig. 117
it three turns about the pipe
as shown in Fig. 120. Pull the free end of the rope thru the loop as
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Fig.

118

Fig.

Fig. 120

Fig. 121
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119

indicated by arrow in Fig. 120. The finished hitch is shown in Fig 121.
Second Method: Give one end of the rope about four turns about
the pipe as shown in Fig. 122. Next give the short end two half-hitches

Fig. 122

Fig. 123

Fig. 124

Fig. 125

about the long end, as shown in Figs. 123 and 121•.
is shown in Fig. 125.
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The finished hitch

The Sheep Shank.- The sheep shank is a hitch used t emporarily
to shorten a rope and.is tied in the following manner :
Make two loops in · .t he rope, as shown in Fig. 126. ~fake bight
in main part of rope near loop a. Push a thru this bight.• as shown in
Fig. 127. Likewise make a bight in main part of rope near loop b and
push b thru this loop
which completes t he
hitch, as shown in
Fig. 128.

a

The Blackwa'JJ
Hitch.- The blackwall hitch is us ed to
fasten a rope to a
hook. It may be ti ed
in the following manner: Hold tl1e rope
in the position shown
in Fig. 129. Place
end a in the hook as
indicated by ar row.
Next place b in t h e
hook on the top of a,
also indica ted by
arrow. The fini~lted
hitch is shown in Fig:

F ig.

Fig . 126

127

Fig.

128

130.

F ig. 130

Fig. 129
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..............................

The Cat's Paw.--The eat's paw is used for fa stening a rope to a
hook.

Th e method of tying is shown in Figs. 131 and 132.

Fig. 131

Throw a

F ig. 132

double bight in the rop e as shown in Fig. 131. Give each bight one
and one-half or two turn s and place in th e lwok as in Fig. 132.

BLOCKS AND TACKLE
A case or shell contain in g
a sheave, or a pulley wheel or
set of them, and on one end of
which there is a hook, an eye
or a ring for fastening to a
fixed or moving object and
sometimes a similar fastenin g
called a becket on th e other end
for attaching the end of the
rope, is called a block.
A taclcl e is a combination
of blocks, hooks and ropes for
raising, lowering or moving
heavy obj ects.
That part of th e tackle to
which the power is applied is
called th e :fall 1·ope.

Fig. 133
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Fig. 134

The block t hat is attached ' to the moving obj ect is called t he fall
bloclc and the other the fi xed bloclc.

In the tackle shown in Fig. 133 the f all
contain one sheave each. In Fig. 134• the fall
and the fi xed block two sheaves. The lifting
to th e number of times the rop e passes to and

Fig. 135

block and the fi xed block
block contains one sheave
force of a t ackle is equal
from the fall block. The

F ig. 136

r ope in Fig. 135 p asses to and from the movable block three times.
Suppose we wish to lift 150 pounds in t he box, Fig. 135. N eglecting
friction, the force on the fall end of the rope r equired to lift this load
would be one third of 150 pounds or 50 p ounds. In Fig. 133 the rope
p asses to and from the movable block twice. Ther efor e, on e-half of 150
pounds or 75 pounds is the force r equired on th e f all rope to lift the
lo ad with this tackle.

The Self-Locking Tackle.-A ~ elf - lo ckin g t ackle, s uch as shown
in F ig . 136, is used about the farmst ead for such work as lifting the
wagon box, stretchin g barbed wire or mo ving heavy obj ects of any
kind.
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It consists of a fixed block a, a movable block b, the
rope c, and trip cord d. B efore leaving the fixed block,
the fall end of the rope passes under a small catch so
arranged as to engage the rope and hold it from slipping
back whenever we stop pulling on the fall end. If we
wish to lower the load again, all that is necessary is to pull
on the trip cord d which releases the catch and allows the
rope to pass back.
One type of self-locking tackle eliminates the separate
cord entirely. In this type the fall end of the rope passes
thru an eye in a short trip arm. The catch is engaged by
pulling on the fall end from directly ben eath the block and
released by pulling on it from some other point than
directly ben eath the block.

The Differential Chain Hoist.-In connection with
a discussion of blocks and tackle a brief description of the
differential chain hoist is l1ere given.
This is a very efficient device for lifting heavy loads.
It consists of a fixed block, a, Fig. 137, a movable block b,
and an endless chain. The fixed block contains two sheaves
of slightly different diameters, but cast together. The
chain passes over the larger sheave of the fixed block, down
thru the movable block and up over the smaller sheave of
the fixed block. Due to the slight difference in the
diameter of the sheaves in the fixed block, any motion
imparted to the free part of the chain will cause the movable block to slowly rise or descend, dep ending on which
side of the free portion of the chain the force is exerted .
The lifting force or mechanical advantage of the differential chain hoist is
2R

R- -r
R=radius of large fixed sheave
r=raclius of small fi xed sheave
For example, if the radius of the large sheave is 6 inches
and that of the small sheave 4 inches, we would have
2x6
- - =6,

6- 4
the mechanical advantage of the hoist. That is, for every
pound of force exerted on th e free part of the chain a load
of six pounds could be lifted.
F ig. 137
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